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-SBGR-ET' Tuesday, January 23, 1968 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: NSC Discussion of Cyprus--1:00 p.m. w·edneaday, January 24 

Secretary Rusk recommends a more active US role in promoting 
a Cyprus settlement. Ever since the Acheson exercise, we've told 
Athens and Ankara to settle the problem. This step could reverse that 
policy. The purpose of this meeting is to highlight what that would 
involve. 

The main argument for greater involvement is that Cy Vance and 
others feel it's our only cha.nee to avoid a war: 

- -We can't hold Turkey back a third time if there is another 
blowup on the island. The only way to avert a blowup is to tackle the 
real Cyprus problem--developing Greek-Turk co-existence. 

- - We can no longer expect Ather1s and Ankara to work out a 
settlement. Athens has largely disengaged, and union of Cyprus with 
Greece is on ice. This means that Makarios and the Turks must work 
out elution. They will need third-party help. 

- -Only the US has enough leverage. U Thant probably doesn't 
have the st nlina, and the Turks don't trust hin1 anyway. 

Th arguments against our greater involvement are: 

--Dom stic objection, especially if it involves taking over from 
the N. The only an wer is that we ar alre dy involved; war would 
involve u further, and peace could lessen the dang r. 

-.. iak of failure. Our influence in Ankara, while still significant 
is d clining. On Cyprus, o ir lever ge never was great . With Greek 
troop withdr wn and u unwilling to us th threat of Turk invasion, it 
is even 1 • ?viakarios would prefer UN medi ti on and might not accept 
us. But if w r come , we will £eel better h ving tried and f iled than 
not h ving tri d. 

The S creta.ry does not propo e jumping in all at once. Our degree 
of involvement would depend on whether Thant persists in working out 
a. settlement. f 1e oe , we would offer our active support, although 

ome feel we ahoul l nudge him aside because he can't succeed. If he 
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gives up oon a 'tate believe he will, the ecretary would propose 
appointing a US lnediator rath r than letting the issue drift. Therefore, 
some sounding are still necessary in New Y rk, Ankara and Nicosia, 
but our best guess is that you might be asked to appoint a mediator fairly 
soon. 

Vi. VJ. RostO\.V 


